Over the past year, the BUILD
UPON project has brought together
a uniquely diverse community
of nearly 2,000 organisations at
over 100 events across Europe,
to co-create the national building
renovation strategies that are
due by the 30 April 2017 EU
deadline. These strategies are
critical to reducing the impacts of
climate change from energy use in
buildings, and creating buildings
that deliver a high quality of life for
everyone.
As part of this, the Finland
Green Building Council and its
partners have brought together a
community of 119 organisations
at 6 events across Finland, and
created cross-sector consensus
over the following set of key
recommendations for Finland’s
renovation strategy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FINLAND’S NATIONAL RENOVATION STRATEGY
1. The Importance of Collaboration

There’s a strong need for deeper
collaboration between actors involved
in renovation and we need to find ways
to support this – this can be achieved by
open data, provision of common platforms,
active exchange of knowledge and by
identifying project opportunities by looking
at renovation needs in certain areas.

2. Developing Renovation Financing
Instruments

There needs to be more support for
developing financial instruments that
assist renovation - the building and
construction sector and the government
should support the research and
development work of the financial sector
to enable market driven development

of financial instruments such as green
mortgages, green loans and green bonds
that push energy efficient renovation.

3. Engaging Building-Users

Dwellers and tenants need to realise
their role in enabling deep renovation.
This means stronger and more active
involvement of dwellers and tenants in
planning and carrying out renovation
efforts that will increase energy
efficiency, and to make sure that they use
the buildings in the most energy efficient
manner. Easy tools such as energy
efficiency checklists and templates for
including energy efficiency aspects in
calls for tenders in renovation could help
this market transformation.

4. Change the Market

The market needs to change - the
price of a building needs to reflect
its true condition and therefore
renovation efforts and energy efficiency
enhancements should result in an
increase in the value of the buildings. The
valuations done by banks and lenders,
but also homeowners and organisational
tenants need to reflect this principle.

5. Access to Data

There needs to be a ‘revolution of
renovation data’. This means we
need more data on renovation and
open access to outcomes and best
practices that support energy efficient
renovations. Renovation activities also
must take advantage of the opportunities
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of digitalisation, which offers ways to
produce more cost-efficient and higher
performing renovation services.

6. Deeper Collaboration Between
Property Owners

There needs to be a focus on uniting
housing co-operatives - deeper
collaboration between homeowners,
housing co-operatives and real estate
managers to enable active conversation
with energy efficiency experts is needed
to kick-start the renovation market. This
work could help us to look into new ways
of renovating our buildings, by helping us
look beyond the borders of our own yard
and asking our neighbours to explain why
their grass is greener. It could also help to
scale-up renovation activities with bigger
projects renovating a group of housing cooperatives or even whole areas.

7. Guidance for Planning Renovation
There needs to be better guidance for
planning renovation activities. Housing
co-operatives need support and tools

for the planning of their operations in
the long-term. It is important to account
for the whole lifecycle of the building
when making decisions in planning and
carrying out energy efficient renovation
activities.

8. There Need to be More Carrots

There need to be more carrots to
incentivise renovation. The provision
of renovation incentives such as
property tax reductions for energy
efficient buildings, lower interest
rates for mortgages when purchasing
high performance homes, monetary
support for planning ambitious energy
renovations or household addressing
renovation efforts will help accelerate
this process.

practices. Energy efficiency specific
qualifications (for consultants, real
estate managers, real estate facilities
management, planners and designers
etc.) could also be a way to move
forward in integrating energy efficiency
more deeply into normal building
renovation activities.

10. Importance of Scaling-Up
Renovation Activities

9. Skills and Educational Initiatives
Finland needs to find ways to support
cross-sector collaboration between the
renovation industry and the education
sector to make the best use of available
knowledge and exchange of best

From pilots to every day best practice,
the buildings sector and renovation
processes has been under scrutiny
in Finland. In order to move to the
next phase, where renovation is the
norm, one-off pilot projects need to
become mainstream and integrated
into everyday practice. This would link
the consumer’s needs to the value
created by the renovation activity,
satisfying all stakeholders by ensuring
that meaningful, tangible solutions are
delivered in a short timeframe.
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